XE The Grunge Interface 2014
Introduction:
The grunge interface is a new designed interface for HDI Dune Player.
The package includes different ready versions and user graphics. If you don`t like the default
sequence of listed classes you can use a clear template from the „BACKGROUNDS JPG“ folder
and add your own sequence with the predefined text graphics in the
„FONTS GLOW GREY PNG“ folder. The text graphic files are 1920x1080px, by drag and drop or
paste you have always the perfect vertical position. Now you can move the text parts to your
personal favored horizontally position.
Feel free to add your own text style or overlay the default templates with your own graphics.
The only thing you need is a graphic editor that supports PNG with alpha-channel
like GIMP or Photoshop.
The default template folders include ready to use dune_folder.txt files.
Open these files to understand their methods.
The grunge template uses generated JPG files to show the complete interface,
not like my old Xearox Dark One! If you surprised about entries like
„icon_dx=-1 and icon_dy=15“ set it to zero and you know what i do.
Icons are primary overlay symbols and not commemorated as fullscreen backgrounds.
It`s a simple trick to hide disruptive elements.
When you open the RAR you find to Versions of ready to use Templates.
One Version for Single Drives with Movies
MENUE 2014 XE-GRUNGE
and a second Version called
MENUE 2014 XE-GRUNGE-MULTI
This version is for users with network or multi drive content.
Splitted in movies/series/music/pictures and network.
The last 3 folders contains no subfolders because i don`t know what you like!
You should edit these parts by yourself after understanding the functioning of the templates.
You can use for your personal style the clear graphics
from the „BACKGROUNDS JPG“ folder.
The „MENUE 2014 XE-GRUNGE-MULTI\01-Movies\Children“ folder contains
Dummy folders named „MOVIE 01 - MOVIE 14“ for better understanding.

1st use
Copy the RAR content to the ROOT of your local HDD/USB or NAS drive.
MENUE 2014 XE-GRUNGE or MENUE 2014 XE-GRUNGE-MULTI
Move your ready movies/series etc. to a folder like Action or what you prefer.
If your ready movie folder was made by Dune Explorer 2.2.0 (i hope so)
you should have no problems, if not, i can`t help. Start your Dune Player and open the drive.
The default template should work without problems, now you can work with the default versions or
modify the graphic parts if you don`t like it.

